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Decarbonising electricity: some policy ‘provocations’

• High-level implications of an “80%” trajectory for power sector 
(UK example)

• The European Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) : price floors 
for investment?

• Funding end-use efficiency: three options
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– Obligations on supply companies

– Public funding: Carbon Trust / GIS

– The UK ‘Carbon reduction commitment’ for less energy-intensive industries

• Funding low-carbon investment: a radical proposal



UK Climate Change Act establishes 80% reductions by mid-Century 
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Decarbonising power generation: 

Renewables (Wind, solar, tidal and marine, biomass), nuclear, CCS (coal, gas)

Application of 

power to transport 

and heat 

Decarbonisation of power sector is central to the strategy

.. Because it offer the least implausible way to decarbonise transport and heat

Reducing heat emissions: 

• Energy efficiency

• Electric heat (e.g. heat pumps, 

storage heating)

• Lifestyle change

• Biomass boilers

• CCS in industry

Reducing transport emissions: 

• Fuel efficiency

• Electric/plug-in hybrids

• Bio fuels (first vs. second 

generation)

and heat 
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Power  generation to 2050
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Radical developments required in UK electricity

Emissions intensity to 2050

Projected development of UK electricity carbon intensity and scale
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90% path
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• High-level implications of an “80%” trajectory for power sector (UK 
example)

• The European Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) : price floors 
for investment?
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• Funding end-use efficiency: three options
– Public funding: Carbon Trust / GIS

– Obligations on supply companies

– The UK ‘Carbon reduction commitment’ for less energy-intensive industries

• Funding low-carbon investment: a radical proposal



Price floors: “Says it all …”

Reactions to draft Climate Strategies report (for US-German 
Marshall Fund) on ‘ten lessons from the EU ETS’, in 
which one lesson was proposed as ‘prices have been 
volatile and generally lower than expected’

Official reviewer from intergovernmental organisation:

I don’t think the observation on price volatility is very fair or relevant – it’s a 

market, and the EU ETS has been no more volatile than other commodity market, and the EU ETS has been no more volatile than other commodity 
markets

A review from an industry-based (not carbon market!) organisation: 

The one lesson I thought stuck out was that “Prices can be volatile . . . .” I 

think this one is the biggest barrier to internalising carbon advantage (or 
disadvantage) into investment appraisals. 



Why its legitimate to consider solutions

• As instrument for public policy goals will be judged – and 
should be designed – against whether it delivers those goals 

• A lower-than expected carbon price reveals that the initial 
setting of the cap was based upon expectations that turned 
out to be incorrect

• The instrument is more robust and more likely to deliver its • The instrument is more robust and more likely to deliver its 
goals if it carries in-built corrective mechanisms, and in 
particular that remove the risk of very low prices

• Within-period options include supply-side interventions in 
offsets (Chinese floor price), demand side interventions (eg. 
re-entry of Canada into international market, or 
governmental ‘buy-to-bank’ or to retire), active intervention 
through a carbon bank, or reserve price auctions.



Features of reserve price auctions
Mechanism:

• Governments announce in advance a path of reserve prices on ETS auctions

• If no bids above price, allowances are held over for the next auction

• Government option to cancel or bank at end of a period 

Core rationale:

• No ex-post intervention: the rules are clear at the outset, increasing price 
confidence without gaming potential 

• If the cap-setting turns out to be too lenient in the light of improved 
information, automatic adjustment of supply has inherent logical attractionsinformation, automatic adjustment of supply has inherent logical attractions

• Holding over allowances not bought at one auction enables the mechanism to 
smooth for some of cycles of perception without changing fundamentals

Possibilities in EU ETS Phase II

• Reserve prices for UK and Germany auctions and unused New Entrant Reserves

• Although auction volumes are small (7% and 9% of allocations respectively), 
small adjustments could do a lot to stave off price collapse

• … and set the stage for decisions about the larger volume of New Entrant 
Reserves that may be brought to auction, and in Phase III
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• Funding end-use efficiency: three options
– Public funding: Carbon Trust / GIS

– Obligations on supply companies

– The UK ‘Carbon reduction commitment’ for less energy-intensive industries

• Funding low-carbon investment: a radical proposal



- As illustrated by Carbon Trust impact estimates

Low Carbon Economic Benefits

Cost savings - By working with over 50% of 

FTSE 100 and 50,000 smaller businesses CT 

has helped secure £1 billion in energy 

savings, over £200m last year alone

Green Jobs and Industry – UK has 

Cost Effective Carbon Savings

Carbon Savings in 2010 - Saved 

17mtCO2 since 2001 and on-track to 

deliver assigned contribution to the 

Government’s carbon target 

Carbon Savings in 2050 - Carbon Trust 

Combination of policy + delivery mechanism delivers results

Green Jobs and Industry – UK has 

developed over 200 new UK low carbon 

technology projects and companies with CT 

support

Private Sector Investment - The Carbon 

Trust’s £100m of public funding is leveraging 

£700m of private sector investment each 

year into the UK’s low carbon economy

Carbon Savings in 2050 - Carbon Trust 

development of low carbon technologies is 

expected to deliver savings of 16-23mtCO2 

a year in 2050

Value for money - NAO Audit, “The 

Carbon Trust’s advice for business has 

proved value for money and its Innovation 

Programme appears to be on course to do 

likewise”.



Obligations on supply companies

• Many EU countries now require supply companies to 
support energy efficiency by their customers

• .. In effect, socialising across consumers the cost of 
energy efficiency interventions

• Effective in terms of moving money ..

• .. but the incentive is to do the easy, visible things 
to keep the regulator happy with minimal impact on 
actual consumption

• Are supply companies best placed to reduce 
consumption of their customers?



Core features Rationale Extension?

Sector 
coverage

Apply to large non-energy-
intensive organisations, 
particularly commercial sector

• Exploits capacity of large firms to 
manage their energy and company 
commitments

• Addresses numerous small sites with 
minimal difficulty

• Sector rapid emissions growth, 
currently tax only instrument

Public sector, some 
other industry 
sectors

- A consumption-based Emissions Trading Scheme designed to target rapidly rising emissions 

associated with large non-energy-intensives & stimulate greater carbon efficiency

- Requires these organisations to purchase emission allowances (including indirect emissions) 

with revenues recycled to the most efficient organisations

UK ‘Carbon Reduction Commitment’ starts 2010

currently tax only instrument

Emissions 
coverage

Cover direct and electricity-
embodied emissions

• Electricity accounts for 70% of  these 
sector emissions

• Enables rational trade-off with 
decentralised / local / cogeneration

Transport (eg. 
haulage) emissions

Operation & 
incentive

Obtain allowances to cover 
emissions, in return for discount 
from Climate Change Levy

Need to acquire allowances and verify 
will address the Behaviour & Motivation 
barrier far more effectively than just 
paying marginal electricity bill

Self-selection (opt-
in) to escape rising 
Climate Change 
Levy

Allocation Most allowances to be bought 
from auction or from EU ETS

•Sectors are not energy-intensive: 
competitiveness not a concern

•Greatly simplifies allocation process –
no company-specific

EU ETS link may 
improve price & 
stability in EU ETS

Source: M.Grubb, A. Brophie and J.Wilde, ‘Plugging the gap in energy efficiency policies: the emergence 
of the UK ‘carbon reduction commitment’, European Review of Energy Markets, Vol.3, no.2, June 2009
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• Funding end-use efficiency: three options
– Public funding: Carbon Trust / GIS

– Obligations on supply companies

– The UK ‘Carbon reduction commitment’ for less energy-intensive industries

• Funding low-carbon investment for the long term: a radical 
proposal



Current situation in UK

• Most government attempts to allocate electricity-related CO2 
emissions “downstream” just use a national or regional average 
carbon intensity

• Claims of “zero carbon” electricity suppliers have been controversial 
because they result in double-counting: their “low carbon portfoloio” 
is not matched by higher carbon for others in any consistent 
accounting system 

• Distribution companies cannot strike long term generation contracts 
& claim the carbon intensity resulting& claim the carbon intensity resulting

• Efforts of some consumer-facing industries to meet declared emission 
targets through  low carbon  electricity (eg. BT) are similarly 
controversial and government has ruled out any official recognition of 
such accounting 

• Industrial customers can strike long-term contracts, which if with low 
carbon generators in principle could insulate them from  EU ETS 
costs; but in practice this has been rare - in part because of 
generators concerns about long-term financial security of customer



What are the problems of the current approach?

• Clear potential for inconsistencies in accounting at system 
boundaries (eg. hydro next to coal based system with trade)?

• There is no opportunity for consumers to express preference for 
low carbon supplies

• Suppliers cannot bring capital to bear preferentially towards low 
carbon generation contracts

• Capital-intensive consuming industries have no social/supply 
chain incentive to invest in low carbon generation, except where 
they fully own it insulated from the system
chain incentive to invest in low carbon generation, except where 
they fully own it insulated from the system

• EU ETS-related potential State Aided support for such industries 
may be problematic to account in terms of CO2?

• There is no coherent way of considering border leveling for the 
electricity-related part of energy-intensive industries: 
– Restricts ambition for strengthening EU ETS 
– A move to border leveling will start to discriminate against 
electricity-intensive products even though these may be less carbon 
intensive



Can we track and assign carbon through power systems?

• Full and consistent accounting of carbon that links 
individual generators through to consumers would have 
numerous benefits
– Engage consumers (individuals and businesses) 
– Potentially bring more capital to bear on low carbon 
generation, from interested consumers or other entities (eg. 
pension funds)

– Facilitate “convergence” of other support mechanisms (eg. – Facilitate “convergence” of other support mechanisms (eg. 
ROCs) towards carbon-based supports

– Create an accounting basis that could enable consistent border 
leveling, initially on exports

• But is it possible?  How?  All in one go, or incrementally 
through different levels of suppliers / consumers?



An (even more?) radical alternative 

• What would we need to do?
– Prove low-carbon electricity is additional to the system

• Retirement of relevant certificates ROCs, Levy Exemption Certificates to avoid 
double counting

– Ensuring that low-carbon power sold is matched by low-carbon generation

– Ensure that such electricity was not included in the rest of the grid calculations

• Technical possibility: with power electronics

Could low/zero carbon electricity be a distinct commodity with separate 
regulatory and accounting structures?

• Technical possibility: with power electronics
– ‘zero carbon’ carried through a DC component in electricity networks

– Preferential supply to DC uses (eg IT, battery charging)

– Exploit greater efficiency of DC transmission and reduce need for transformers

• Creating low carbon electricity services as a separately 
regulated marketed commodity?
– Funding, contractual model closer to infrastructure than spot commodity

– Is this possible with open competition between the “two types” of electricity? 



Climate Strategies and Climate Trust publications on ETS design, competitiveness and 
carbon leakage

Climate Strategies Academic

Synthesis Reports* 
www.climatestrategies.org

Carbon Trust Insights publications

www.carbontrust.co.uk

EU ETS design and 
Incentives

National allocation plans in the 
EU ETS (2006)**

Grubb, Neuhoff et al.: 
Submission to EU ETS review 

Neuhoff et al. paper on 
Auctioning 

EU ETS Phase II allocation: implications and 
lessons (2007).

Cutting Carbon in Europe: The 2020 plans 
and the future of the EU ETS (2008)

Auctioning 

Competitiveness

and carbon leakage

Emissions trading and 
competitiveness (2006)**

Hourcade et al, Differentiation
and dynamics of EU ETS 
industrial competitiveness 
(2007)

Droege et al., ‘Tackling carbon 
leakage’ (2009)

The European emissions trading scheme: 
implications for industrial competitiveness 
(2004)

Allocation and competitiveness in the EU 
emissions trading system: options for Phase 
II and beyond (2007).

EU ETS impacts on profitability and trade: a 
sector by sector analysis (2008).

Tackling carbon leakage (Jan 2010)

** Key papers published as Special Issue of the Climate Policy journal


